CLASS 4.24 Installation Notes

This memo concerns 2 new versions of the program: CLASS 4.24 for desktops & CLASS 4.24(L) for laptops.

Important new features include the following:

- **Correct segment numbering of questions.** Previous versions of CLASS sometimes misnumbered the segments of particular questions
- **New episode & segment split routines.** Only episodes may be split now; segments may not be split. When an episode is split, CLASS will prompt user to give new episode a description.
- **3-dimensional pie chart displaying time summary**
- **Inclusion of current rosters.** Current rosters are included on the installation CD and will be installed along with the program. Program automatically displays appropriate roster for each observed class. This feature is important not just for editors, who fill in missing names, but also and especially for observers, who will have access to rosters during the observations.
- **Improved Qplot screen**
  - Includes window displaying question list
  - Allows user to click on any bar segment of the chart to identify and highlight the question involved. This feature allows facilitators and teachers to examine the relationship of particular questions to the patterns of discourse displayed in the Qplots.

Program works best when colors are set to True Color (32 bit) and Small Fonts. These are accessed through Control Panel>Display Properties>Settings & Settings/Advanced.